A model Zr 41.25 Ti 13.75 Ni 10 Cu 12.5 Be 22.5 (at.%) bulk metallic glass (BMG) is selected to explore the structural evolution on the atomic scale with decreasing temperature down to cryogenic level using high energy X-ray synchrotron radiation. We discover a close correlation between the atomic structure evolution and the strength of the BMG and find out that the activation energy increment of the concordantly atomic shifting at lower temperature is the main factor influencing the strength. Our results might provide a fundamental understanding of the atomic-scale structure evolution and may bridge the gap between the atomic-scale physics and the macro-scale fracture strength for BMGs.
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B
ulk metallic glasses (BMGs) exhibit high strength and hardness [1] [2] [3] , which is believed to be associated with the cohesive strength between atoms and/or atomic clusters [4] [5] [6] . In the past few decades, a lot of attempts have been devoted to reveal the primary deformation units and to elucidate yielding or fracture behavior as well as the plastic deformation mechanisms in BMGs by theoretic analysis 5, 7, 8 , experiments 9, 10 , and simulation 11 .
Since it is difficult to directly observe these so-called deformation units, some work investigated the dynamical response of atomic clusters through modifying the loading modes and the environmental temperatures 9, 10, 12 , attempting to explore how the deformation units affect the plastic deformation. More recently, it was found that when the temperature was decreased to cryogenic level, a freezing effect could render deformation units, such as shear transition zones (STZ), changed in size and activation energy 13 . Moreover, cryogenic temperature also improves the yield strength and plasticity of BMGs [14] [15] [16] [17] . Despite intensive research work on these atomic clusters (STZs or free volume arrangements), a direct observation of the structural evolution at the cryogenic temperature has not been done so far. An accurate physical mechanism quantitatively describing the relationship between the deformation units and the strength of BMGs at cryogenic temperature is still unclear.
In this work, a Zr 41.25 Ti 13.75 Ni 10 Cu 12.5 Be 22.5 (at.%) BMG was selected as a model material to explore the structural evolution on the atomic scale with decreasing temperature down to cryogenic level. In-situ observation at cryogenic temperature was conducted by synchrotron high energy X-ray diffraction 18, 19 . The atomic structure in terms of short-and medium-range order was analyzed. A concept of a concordant region was used to elucidate the correlation between the atomic behavior and the strength of the BMG.
Results
Diffraction intensity curves, I(q), at eight different temperatures show the typical diffuse scattering rings representing the glassy nature of the specimens at low temperatures (Fig. 1a) . Enlarged the first maximum of I(q), shown in the inset of Fig. 1a , suggests that the first maximum position shifts to higher q values with decreasing temperature. After polarization processing, sample absorption and inelastic scattering correcting intensity curves 20 , the total structure factors, S(q), at eight temperatures, are calculated to be shown in Fig. 1b . Enlarged first maximum of S(q), shown in the inset of Fig. 1b , indicates obvious differences at the temperatures ranged from 98 K to 308 K. The first diffuse diffraction peak carries significant information about the average atomic volume and extension of atomic correlations or degree of order in BMGs 20 , which can reflect the structure information in the medium-range order (Fig. S1 ) 21 .
To further quantitatively describe the change in the first maximum of S(q), the position and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the first maximum at different temperatures are calculated by Gaussian function fitting, taking 98 K as an example shown in Fig. 1c , which reveals an increasing trend for the position from 2.6643 6 0.0002 Å 21 to 2.6692 6 0.0002 Å 21 with decreasing temperature from 308 K to 98 K (Fig. 1d) . It is obvious that the profile fit results are used in the current study because the maximum positions can be determined by whole pattern fitting with high accuracy (standard deviation of 60.0002 Å 21 is estimated for the first maximum position at q 1 (Fig. 1c) ). The absolute error (estimated to be approximately 0.002 Å 21 ) of the positions is much larger. However, only the relative maximum positions are of important for the analysis of shrinkage behavior. Figure 1e plots the FWHM of the first maximum as a function of temperature, which shows that the first maximum is sharpened due to the decrease in temperature. Since the error range is larger than the change of the FWHM (Fig. 1e) , the accurate value of the FWHM is not possible. However, we can deduce that the first maximum has a trend of sharpening, corresponding to the degree of disorder in the glassy phase decreases due to cooling shrinkage.
The first maximum position of structure factor, q 1 , versus atomic volume, v a , has been demonstrated to follow a power-law scaling relationship, i.e., q 1 ?v a 0.433 5 9.3 because the medium-range order of BMGs at room temperature has the characteristics of a fractal network 22 . In the present study, although the BMG is cooled down to the cryogenic level, the structure of the BMG is still in a fully glassy state (Fig. 1a) . Thus, it is rational to use the power-law scaling relation of q 1 ?v a 0.433 5 9.3 to estimate the average atomic volume of the BMG at lower temperatures, which is plotted in Fig. 1d . According to the expectations of macroscopic thermal expansion, it is evident that the atomic volume of the BMG decreases from approximately 17.94 Å 3 /atom to 17.86 Å 3 /atom with decreasing temperature. Figure 1d clearly shows that the position of the first maximum of S(q) and the atomic volume do not behave a linear manner with decreasing temperature. In solids, the atomic volume depends on the frequency of lattice vibration. The coefficient of thermal expansion (or cooling shrinkage) is proportionate to the lattice specific heat 23 . Thus, the enthalpy of solid, which is an integral of the lattice specific heat, is proportional to the temperature dependent volume change. The lattice specific heat of a solid in a wide temperature range is usually described by Einstein model 24 . In this case, the position shift due to the temperature change can be predicted by Varshni
(where q 0 1 is the first maximum position at 0 K, S q and h q is a fitting parameter and the effective Einstein temperature, respectively.) 25 . The fitting parameters are listed in Fig. 1d . The effective Einstein temperature of 349.95 K is consistent with the value (369.89 K) measured from the elastic modulus at different temperatures of the BMG 26 . In order to further explore the structural evolution on the atomic scale, the structure information in real space is investigated. The calculation of the atomic pair correlation function (PDF) using the usual sine-Fourier transformation of the structure factors can plot PDF(r) at different temperatures (Fig. 2a) . The maxima in PDF(r) correspond to different inter-atomic distances. Enlarged first maximum shows that the position shifts to larger r values with decreasing temperature from 308 K to 98 K (inset of Fig. 2a) . Using cubic polynomial function to fit the first maximum of the PDF(r) curve (Fig.  S2) , the position can be obtained, and then plotted in Fig. 2b . It is evident that the first maximum position shifts from 3.081 Å to 3.090 Å when the temperature is decreased. This suggests that the expansion of the first nearest neighbor shell upon cooling to low temperatures. Thus, we can reasonably conjecture that the radius of the first shell, d 0 /2, slightly expands approximately 0.3%. For the other maxima, such as the second maximum, the reduction in the temperature causes that the position shifts to lower r values (inset of Fig. 2a ). The second maximum position measured from the cubic polynomial function fitting curve as a function of the temperature is plotted in Fig. 2c , which shows that the cooling shrinkage is approximately 0.2%. The third and fourth maxima positions as functions of the temperature are shown in Fig. S2 , which suggests that the positions of these two maxima also shift to lower r values with decreasing temperature (Figs. S3b and d) . It is obvious that except the first nearest neighbor shell, the other atomic shells shrink approximately 0.2% due to the temperature decreased from 308 K to 98 K. These shrinkages of the maxima in high r values in real space are consistent with the shrinkage of the first maximum in reciprocal space (Fig. 1d) .
To reveal the structural information hidden in the first nearest neighbor shell of the BMG, the coordination numbers as functions of temperature will be investigated. The change of the first nearest neighbor shell with temperature is shown in Fig. 3a by comparing the first maxima of radial distribution functions, RDF(r), at different temperatures. The first maximum in RDF(r) is composed of two sub-peaks with maxima around 2.7 and 3.1 Å , respectively (Fig. 3a) . From the type and concentration of the constituent elements in the Zr 41.25 Ti 13.75 Ni 10 Cu 12.5 Be 22.5 BMG, the possible atomic pairs are listed in Table I . The weighting factors, W ij , of the atomic pairs are calculated according to W ij~C i f i C j f j P C i f i ð Þ 2 , (where C is the atomic number of element; i and j represent different elements; f is the atomic fraction of element.) 27 , which are listed in Table I Table I . Partial atomic pairs at different bond lengths are marked in Fig. 3a . It can be seen that the sub-peak I is mainly due to overlapping of Zr-Ni and Zr-Cu pairs, and the subpeak II is due to Zr-Zr and Zr-Ti pairs. Figure 3a clearly shows that besides the shift of the sub-peaks' positions, the intensities of the two sub-peaks also change with temperature. The areas of the two subpeaks of the first maximum in RDF(r) are associated with the nearest neighbor atomic coordination numbers 27 . The averaged weighted coordination numbers integrated by a fit of two Gaussian functions (Fig. 3b) are plotted in Fig. 3c as functions of temperature. Because of the systematic errors in the experiments and data evaluation, the accuracy of the coordination numbers is estimated as 610%
.
With increasing temperature, the coordination number of the Zr-(Zr,Ti) atomic pairs increases and that of the Zr-(Ni,Cu) atomic pairs decreases. The total coordination numbers in the first nearest neighbor shell, i.e., (N Sub-peakI 1 N sub-peakII )/2, increase from 7.58 6 0.20 to 7.72 6 0.20 with decreasing temperature. However, this increment of the total coordination numbers is within the error range of 60.20. Thus, although it is not reasonable to accurately determine the coordination numbers, an increasing trend of the total coordination numbers is observed.
Discussion
Previous research has revealed that elastic loading can trigger atomic rearrangements in the first nearest neighbor shell 29 . A bond reorientation model was deduced to describe the anisotropic structural evolution in BMGs 28, 29 , suggesting that the atomic rearrangements in the first nearest neighbor shell initiate a concordant shift of the surrounding atoms. Along this line, a concordant shifting region is developed, and treated as the primary deformation units to deliver the plastic strain [30] [31] [32] . Our in-situ X-ray diffraction results upon cooling corroborate that expansion in the first nearest neighbor shell happens, which is attributed to the changes in the local structure of the polyhedra or in the atomic arrangement in the short-range order 33 . The coordination numbers slightly increase with decreasing temperature confirm that the structural changes in the first nearest neighbor shell (Fig. 3) . These changes must influence the macroscopic mechanical behavior. Usually, the macroscopic behavior in materials is determined by the medium-range order 34 . Thus, the concordant shifting region concept can provide a bridge to correlate the cooling shrinkage in the medium-range order and the macroscopic mechanical properties.
According to the concordant region concept 35 , the local change (cooling shrinkage) in the short-range order must change the local energy concentration. To counterbalance this local energy change, surrounding atoms must shift cooperatively to distribute the energy changes 36 , which can behave a liquid-like flow unit to carry the strain 9, 37 . On the other hand, the formation of a concordant region can be treated as a process that the external stress is subjected to a redistribution of local stresses in an elastic medium 38 . This redistribution of local stresses is carried out by an elastic interaction between the atoms in a distance of shear wave propagation 39 . Thus, this distance can be calculated to be d 5 V s t, where V s is the shear wave speed, and t is the relaxation time that depends on the temperature. In the present study, since the test temperature ranged from room temperature to approximately 100 K, the t value is a constant (approximately 1 , 2 ps) 38 , because the a relaxation of glassy phase cannot be influenced by the temperature well below the glass transition temperature 38 . The shear wave speed, V s , depends on the mass density, r, and the shear modulus, G, i.e., V s 5 (G/r) 1/2 . The cooling shrinkage causes the mass density to be larger, which can be deduced by the atomic volume, i.e. r 5 M/(A v ?v a ), where A v is Avogadro constant and M is the molar weight of the Zr 41.25 Ti 13.75 Ni 10 -Cu 12.5 Be 22.5 BMG (60.05 g/mol). The mass density of the BMG as a function of temperature is plotted in Fig. 4a . Meanwhile, the shear modulus of the BMG at different temperatures, G(T), can be predicted by the Varshni equation
(where G 0 is the shear modulus at 0 K; S is an fitting parameter related to the strength of the anharmonic interactions and h is the effective Einstein temperature.) 40 . 26 . From these correlations, the d value as a function of temperature can be deduced (Fig. 4a) . It is obvious that the size (volume) of the concordant shifting region increases with decreasing temperature. Thus, the number of atoms participating in concordant shift increases. When the BMG is driven by stress, the concordantly shifting atoms will store the elastic energy until yielding occurs. The number of atoms in the volume of the concordantly shifting region, i.e., the volume of the associated group of atoms, is an important factor influencing the macroscopic mechanical properties. Thus, it is required to further characterize the stress increment, Dp, resulting from concordant shifting, which can be expressed as 31 ,
(where the Dp 0 value is a constant, which reflects the stress increment in the first shell; d 0 is the diameter of the first shell; r is mass density; d is the concordant region size.) 38 . Although, direct measurement of the d 0 value is not possible, we can use the position of the first maximum in the PDF curve to characterize the relative changes of the d 0 values at different temperature (Fig. 2a) .
Since the Dp 0 value cannot be calculated, we used the ratio of Dp/ Dp 0 to reflect the stress increment in the concordantly shifting region. The Dp/Dp 0 value as a function of the d value is plotted in Fig. 4b . The ratio monotonically increases from negative to positive values with increasing d. It can be concluded that the change from negative to positive values occurs at the radius of the first nearest neighbor shell of the BMG (Fig. 4b) . According to the concept of concordant local rearrangement events 29 , the atomic bond shrinkage of the atoms in the first nearest neighbor shell approaches a potential minimum upon cooling, causing that the first nearest neighbor shell supports less stress than at room temperature. As such, the stress increment, Dp, exhibits a negative value. Beyond the first shell (higher than , 3.7 Å ), a positive ratio, i.e., a positive stress increment, appears because the surrounding atomic layers must counterbalance the reduction of the local stress in the first nearest-neighbor shell and then support more stress. At the boundary of the concordant region (which is determined by the shear wave speed), the Dp/Dp 0 ratios approach a maximum value (see the inset in Fig. 4b ). This is closely associated with the activation energy for atomic rearrangements in the concordant region 35 . The increase of the activation energy of the concordant region is affected by the volume, v, and the stress increment, i.e., De 5 vDp, where v 5 (4p/3)d 3 35 . The temperature decreasing from 308 K to 98 K causes that the activation energy of the concordantly shifting region increases by approximately 19%. The compression tests of the BMG in the temperature range from room temperature down to 123 K show that the yield strength of the BMG increases by about 17%, which is plotted in Fig. 4c . For comparison, the yield strength as a function of temperature deduced by the activation energy of the concordant region is also potted in Fig. 4c . It can be seen that the experimental values almost follow the values deduced from the concordant region model. Therefore, we assume that the concordant region operation is a primary mechanism influencing the macro-mechanical behavior. The expansion of the concordant region causes its activation energy increment to increase, which strengthens glassy materials. In this case, when the temperature is kept at a low temperature, such as 98 K, external stress is applied to the BMG cannot change the activation energy increment 31 . Thus, the external stress does not influence the strength of the BMG.
Previous in-situ ultrasonic measurements have found that the Varshni equation could well describe the elastic constants of BMGs at different temperatures 40 . From this equation, the elastic moduli monotonically increase with decreasing temperature, suggesting that BMGs become more stiffer at lower temperatures. In this case, cohesive strength between atoms of BMGs increases due to cooling 40 , which causes the yield strength of BMGs increasing at lower temperatures. This further confirms that the current concept of the concordantly shifting region.
In summary, the structural evolution on the atomic scale of the Zr 41.25 Ti 13.75 Ni 10 Cu 12.5 Be 22.5 BMG with decreasing temperature down to 98 K was investigated by in-situ high energy X-ray synchrotron radiation and compression tests at low temperature. A concept of a concordant region was introduced to elucidate the correlation between the atomic behavior and the fracture strength of the BMG, and the activation energy increment at lower temperature is considered as the main factor influencing the fracture strength. A larger concordant region size and a larger stress increment contribute to a higher strength.
Methods
Alloy ingots with nominal compositions of Zr 41.25 Ti 13.75 Ni 10 Cu 12.5 Be 22.5 were prepared by arc melting appropriate mixtures of pure metals in a Ti-gettered argon atmosphere, followed by suction casting into a copper mold to form BMG rod-like samples with a size of W 1 3 20 mm. Samples with a geometry size of W 1 3 2 mm, i.e., with an aspect ratio of 251, were cut from the BMG rods by a diamond saw, and the ends of the specimens were carefully polished to be parallel.
In-situ XRD experiments were performed at the P02.1 beamline of the PETRA III electron storage ring (Hamburg, Germany). The samples were placed inside a quartz capillary (1.2 mm in diameter, 20 mm in wall thickness). The sample was cooled by liquid nitrogen. The sample sealed in quartz capillary was fixed by a sample holder that was not influenced by liquid nitrogen. The diffraction center, which was located in the center of the rod-like sample, was in a fixed position because the sample shrank homogeneously. The sample to detector distance and the orthogonality of the detector with respect to the incident beam were calibrated using the reference material LaB6 (NIST 660a). The sample to detector distance was 358.099 mm. The beam size was 0.6 3 0.6 mm 2 and the wavelength was 0.20727 Å . The diffracted photons were collected with a 2D detector (Perkin Elmer PE1621). Cooling from room temperature down to approximately 98 K was carried out at a cooling rate of 5 K/min. Two-dimensional X-ray diffraction patterns were radically integrated using the program FIT2D 41 .
